
Summer Beach Reads Coming to the Nichols Library 

It is beginning to seem like summer may be finally here. And just in time, because the summer beach 

readers are starting to roll out. You know the one, with the rental/old family cottage where old friends/ 

families gather to rehash family dramas for find new purposes.  Get ready for new entries by all your 

favorites:  Mary Kay Andrews, Barbara Delinsky, Susan Mallory, Nancy Thayer, and Sheryll Woods and, 

of course, Elin Hilderbrand. 

Barbara Delinsky, Nancy Thayer and Meg Donahue give it the Standard Treatment.  In Delinsky’s Sweet 

Salt Air, two old friends reunite on an island off the coast of Maine;  in Thayer’s  Island Girls, sisters 

confront their past on Nantucket; and in Donohue’s  All the Summer Girls, friends gather at the less 

trendy Jersey Shore.    These stories over all kinds of grist for Drama with a Capital D:  there’s old 

betrayals and new liaisons, pregnancies, substance abuse, lyin' and cheatin’, and a life-threatening 

illness.   Keep some hankies ready.   They may be needed. 

Three Sisters by Susan Mallory goes with the unlikely gathering of stranger’s ploy.  Andi Gordon, jilted at 

the altar, buys a rundown beach house (one of a trio called the ‘three sisters’).  She finds the occupants 

of the other two sisters are also romantically challenged.  Kismet.  

Lighthouse Bay by Kim Freeman plays the dual timeline card in 1901, Isabella Winterbourne, sole 

survivor of a shipwreck, arrives in Queensland carrying with her the pain of her infant son Daniel’s death 

prior to the disaster, as well as a hidden treasure. Lighthouse keeper Matthew Seaward might be able to 

teach her to love again. In the present day, Libby Slater has returned to Lighthouse Bay, alone and bereft 

after her married lover’s fatal aneurysm, to confront her memories. Can a stash of diaries hidden in the 

old lighthouse help repair the relationship between Libby and her estranged sister, Juliet? 

The twist in Ladies Night by Mary Kay Andrews is the choice of venue.   When our heroine, Grace, finds 

herself betrayed and bereft, she moves in with her widowed mother, who owns and lives above a 

rundown beach bar called The Sandbox.   There, she and three like-minded ladies she met in a recovery 

group start having their own Wednesday "Ladies' Night" sessions. The unanticipated (really?) bonds that 

develop lead the members of the group to try and find closure in ways they never imagined. 

Sherryl Woods delivers in bulk: three stories (Wind Chimes Point, Sea Glass Island and Sand Castle Bay) 

revolving around a middle aged protagonist who returns to family haunts (seaside, of course) for a little 

R&R (recollection and reflection).   Less Drama with a Capital D with these cozies; warmth and romance 

is the order of the day. 

Finally, Beautiful Day by Elin Hilderbrand goes with the wedding malfunction plot (weddings being “a 

time-honored pretext for exploring family dysfunction”).   Take one golden girl, mix her banker beau, 

bickering in-laws, and old-time-used-to-be’s, and you have a recipe for disasters.  “Hilderbrand's gift for 

eliciting sympathy for even the most insufferable of her characters, keep the pages turning. Wedding 

readers won't be able to resist crashing (Kirkus Reviews).” 



There are other light reads to enjoy besides these beach-cottage classics.  For the urban girl set, we have 

Someday, Someday, Maybe by Lauren Graham (Gilmore Girls), “ a witty, charming, and hilariously 

relatable debut novel about a struggling young actress trying to get ahead―and keep it together―in 

New York City.”  In The Wedding Night by Sophie Kinsella, the heroine rebounds from a romantic 

disappointment to a rushed marriage to a used-to-be –unless her friends can head her off.   

Finally, light suspense is the order of the day with The Heist by Janet Evanovich and Lee Gordon. This is a 

new series featuring two unlikely sidekicks:  Kate O’Hare, a no-nonsense FBI agent, type, Nicolas Fox, 

and audacious, charming con-man.   She’s on his trail, at least until he’s recruited to help bring down a 

corrupt investment banker. Tongue-in-cheek adventures ensue.  Edgier action is in store with Revenge 

Wears Prada by Laura Wiesenberger, in which a fashion editor finds the ghosts of her past coming back 

to haunt her on the eve of her wedding.   

 


